Cambian Wisbech School

Week Commencing: 01.03.2021

Topics Covered:
• Zoom
lessons
• Forest
School
• Ancient
EgyptRosetta
Stone
• CookingPizza
Tortillas
• Smarties
Quiz
• MathsMultiples
and Factors
• EnglishGrammar
Work
• ScienceHealthy
Living

Description of the week: This week the Puffins and Smarties have been doing lots of
grammar work in literacy: conjunctions and homophones. In maths the Puffins have been
looking at multiples and factors, which have helped them with their times tables. In history
they have carried out some work on the Rosetta stone, one of the most important discoveries
of Ancient Egypt. In science Puffins have started looking at healthy living – this week having
studied the different food groups. In the Smarties class this week they have been looking at
finding fractions and percentages of amounts in Maths. They did find this a bit tricky to start
with but now they have the hang of it they think it is super easy. Next time there is a sale on,
we will be able to work out the discount really quickly! In science they have been learning
about how the digestive system works and labelling the different parts. The children found
this very interesting although rather disgusting! In Koalas this week they have creating a
description of their own newly discovered animals. They have also been looking at the
structure of different writing pieces and how they may start to create their own descriptive
writing piece. On Thursday this week was World book day, the different classes dressed up,
the Smarties were dressed up like characters from Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, whilst
the Puffins came in Superhero Costumes and a footballer.

Quotes:

• World Book
Day
• PE- Hockey
Skills
“How can we play hockey
with just three of us?”- LC

The Puffins class at Forest School
getting ready for their hike.

Some great learning from the Smarties Class.

CH displaying his cooking skills.

Forest School lunch this week.

